Theme: Field event on "TEACHER'S DAY CELEBATION"

Event date: 12.09.2019

Venue: Panchayat Middle Union School

Students Participated: 150 Physics students

Attendees: 250 School children

Time: 2.00p.m.

Faculty coordinators: Dr. T. SUJATHA

Department of Physics organized a community development program on 12.09.2019 at PANCHAYAT MIDDLE UNION SCHOOL of collaboration with alter foundation an account of TEACHER'S DAY. Twenty students of department of physics conduct various events like ORATORICAL, ESSAY WRITING and DRAWING for school childrens of class 1st -std to 8th -std. Prize were distributed by the school principal and Dr. N. Pari Physical Director, S. I. V. E. T college.
Community work